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S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

|  CHICAGO  |

Lauren Collander Interiors

Within any industry, profession or creative community, there are icons and there are innovators. 
Those in the first group—the icons—have a storied history and abiding level of expertise that has 
placed them at the very top of their field. While the second—the innovators—are discovering new 
ideas and ways of working that bring energy and ingenuity to their craft. And an important point not  
to be overlooked is that in many instances icons and innovators are one and the same. In this special 
section, Luxe Interiors + Design celebrates these enduring leaders and forward-thinking visionaries 
whose commitment to what they do and the people they do it for is both far-reaching and long-lasting.

ICONS +  
INNOVATORS



Top This great room was designed 
with edgy furnishings, a grounding 
fireplace and conversational seating 
for the family. Right Walnut and black 
stained cabinetry in a modern profile 
are paired together in this high-tech 
entertaining kitchen. Center A classic 
Georgian home got an update in the 
two-story entry foyer with crisp white 
walls, checkerboard marble floors and 
bold furnishings. Far right This two- 
story penthouse great room o!ers 
stunning views of Lake Michigan. The 
bachelor who resides here wanted  
a modern and masculine design. 
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“I encourage 
clients to live out 
their dreams. We 
take what they love, 

elevate it, and design 
something to surprise 

and delight them.”

WHAT’S 
NEXT?

Collander says the next project 
on the schedule is a legacy home 
in Wisconsin. “It’s a Frank Lloyd 
Wright that has been lovingly 
restored over 20 years. It’s an 
honor to work on it. Our current 
designs are colorful, fun and 
smile-inducing.”

THAT SPECIAL 
SOMETHING  

“We set up families to have a 
home that is supportive, open 
and helps them meet life goals,” 
says Collander. “Our designs 
are livable spaces that include 
bold colors, patterns and a 
wise investment strategy. We 
may create a sunny nook for 
morning co!ee, a place that  
the kids flock to in order to stay 
close to home, or a house with 
full automation for a tech lover.”

Sometimes a career is truly a calling. For Lauren Collander, design work was 
always her destiny. She distinctly remembers her first project, age six: “My 
childhood bedroom design on a trifold poster board created with a carpet 
remnant and Sesame Street wallpaper.” Her training also started at a tender 
age. “My dad worked at the Mart and visits to showrooms made an impact,” 
says Collander. “Sometimes he took me to work—even flying me to meetings 
at a client’s location and sending me with architects so I could experience 

the world I was drawn to.” After earning an Interior Design degree, Collander worked globally 
designing for hotels through firms like HBA and Looney & Associates. In 2013, she returned to her 
hometown of Naperville, Illinois and hung her shingle. Collander adds, “I started Lauren Collander 
Interiors with a global yet local flair and the belief that everyone deserves incredible design.”
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